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Introduction: On earth, mechanical body overload causing tissue strain and tissue damage is considered to 
be a major cause of physical complaints such as neck and lower back pain, and fatigue. Mechanical strain 
related to body posture plays a role in ongoing widespread pain and in fatigue (patients prefer to lie down 
and to limit standing and sitting). So, on earth, the link to gravity’s vertical vector is quickly made. 

Purpose / Aim: The aim was to investigate if these complaints also occurred in astronauts when in a 
microgravity environment for a prolonged time. In addition to the changes in posture, moving and functioning, 
a number of physical complaints are often reported. After Space Motion Sickness (SMS, almost 79 % of the 
astronauts complain of SMS), back pain and fatigue are the two most frequent complaints of astronauts 
during their flights. Addressing the question of the prevalence of fatigue as a unique problem is difficult. 
Being in orbit influences astronaut’s circadian rhythms and decision-making. When in orbit, fatigue is related 
to sleep complaints as well, due to the disappearance of usual parameters such as (work) day length, 
normally coupled to sunlight.  

Materials and Methods: Data were obtained from a literature study regarding pain and fatigue in 
microgravity. 

Results: The impact of microgravity on astronauts has been reviewed regarding the skeletal and muscular 
system, intervertebral discs, and vision. A shift is noted from type-1 towards type-2 muscle cells when in 
microgravity but also in low back patients and patients suffering from chronic fatigue syndrome on earth. All 
this is related to a different body form and has an impact on movement and functioning. The autonomic 
system also adapts its reactivity, influencing sleep patterns influencing fatigue. Similar symptoms frequently 
occur in a number of earthly syndromes as in CFS, fibromyalgia (FMS) and autonomic dysfunction. 

Conclusion: Obtained data provide arguments for a change of perspective. Biomechanics as commonly 
used based on levers could better be changed towards a concept based on biotensegrity.  

Implication; Results are used to propose novel axioms for therapeutic approaches to address local, regional 
and widespread pain and ongoing fatigue. A first axiom was defined as “what took time to emerge will take 
time to vanish”, a second as “living organisms are quasi - closed systems” and a third as “the ‘run on idle’ 
mode should remain the default reference state”. The consequence was described as follows: “the system in 
its ‘employed’ state has to be fooled to return to the ‘run on idle” mode and “engagement is required of 
different partners!”  
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